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ABSTRACT

In this study the impact of a mobile augmented reality learning environment on motivation, learning effects and cognitive load was tested. Students participated in a two-hour history lesson while using their smartphones to turn static pictures into animations with an Augmented Reality (AR) application. Interest, perceived competence and perceived choice as indicators for intrinsic motivation were assessed. Results of the AR learning group were compared to a non-AR teacher-centered learning environment. The results reveal that augmented reality learning can promote intrinsic motivation and has an impact on history learning. Cognitive load has not been detected as a problem within the AR group.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Augmented Reality (AR) is one of the top educational technology trends since 2010. The Horizon Report (Johnson et al., 2010) assumes a positive impact on learning, creativity and education but the technology was not available on consumer devices at that time. This changed with the rise of smartphones, tablet computers and appropriate platforms (e.g., iOS, Android,...; Yuen, Yaoyuneyong, & Johnson, 2011, p. 120). Nowadays, everything a user needs is a mobile device with camera and an AR application (e.g., Aurasma). Recent surveys from Austria and Germany show that 95% of twelve to nineteen year old students own such a device and 75% of young adults (16-29) in Europe use the Internet on their mobile phone (Education Group, 2015; European Union, 2015; Medienpädagogischer Forschungsverbund Südwest (mpfS), 2016). In summer 2016 Pokémon Go made AR available for the masses and made this technology popular. Since then 750 million downloads of the app have been registered and more than five million active users keep the game still alive (Smith, 2018).

Azuma (1997) defines AR as the coexistence of real and virtual objects in the same space and with real time interaction. For Klopfer and Sheldon (2010) augmented reality (AR) is “(...) a situation in which a real world context is dynamically overlaid with coherent location or context sensitive virtual information” (Klopfer & Sheldon, 2010, p. 205). Milgram et al. (1994) developed a continuum (Figure 1) with two extremes, the real environment and the virtual environment.
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Figure 1. Reality-Virtuality Continuum, Own Representation, Based on Milgram & Kishino, 1994
In this Reality-Virtuality-Continuum, virtual environments are defined as environments that are totally simulated by technology (Yuen, Yaoyuneyong, & Johnson, 2011, p. 121). This side of the continuum is known as Virtual Reality (VR). Between both sides, technology enhanced environments are characterized as “mixed reality”. For AR, the real environment is used as background and computer-generated content is displayed. In Augmented Virtuality a computer-generated environment acts as background and real-world objects build an additional layer (Milgram & Kishino, 1994).

Many researchers have already shown that AR can have a positive impact for learning. As for all technology enhanced environments it is important to think about pedagogical aims and learning theories, which can promote the learning process with the help of this technology. For AR Dunleavy and Dede (2014) suggest situated learning theory and constructivism learning as the most important theoretical approaches. Learners can improve their knowledge and skills like problem solving while acting in a real-world and a social-context. Five conditions of constructivist learning theory can enhance learning with AR:

- Learning within relevant environments
- Enable social interaction
- Provide multiple modes of representation
- Provide self-directed and active learning
- Support metacognitive strategies

AR allows also creating problem-based learning environments. Problems can here be solved with collaborative learning approaches like role-play or jigsaw. Another benefit is the possibility to provide multiple learning opportunities, like leaving the physical space, observe new content, manipulate and analyze objects (Dunleavy & Dede, 2014).

Klopfer and Sheldon (2010, p. 86) summarize the potential of AR as „(...)to enable students to see the world around them in new ways and engage with realistic issues in a context with which the students are already connected.“ Dunleavy and Dede (2014) pointed out that there are typically two versions of AR possible for educators. Location-based AR is linked to GPS-enabled smartphones or devices, which locate the learner in a specific location. Then a multimedia content is displayed which provides relevant information’s about this spot. An example for such a location-based environment is Wikitude (Yuen et al., 2011), which provides specific data about sights in a city or any other place (e.g., about a specific habitat when passing by a specific tree). The other version is vision-based AR. To project the virtual information a trigger image/object is needed. When this image/object is scanned with a camera, virtual objects like text, sounds, videos, animations, 3D models or images appear. An example here is a trigger image near a tree which shows a 3D model of the structure when the camera is focused on it (Dunleavy & Dede, 2014). In this research also a vision-based AR learning environment will be discussed.

2. AR IN EDUCATION

2.1 Impact on Learning Effects

Research showed that AR could support learning in a more effective way than other technology enhanced environments. If content is represented as 3D learners can manipulate objects and handle information’s in an interactive way (El Sayed, Zayed, & Sharawy, 2011). Collaborative AR applications can improve spatial abilities (Kaufmann & Schmalstieg, 2003; Kaufmann, Steinbugl, Dunser, & Gluck, 2005) and an authentic AR environment can help understanding dynamic models and complex causality (Rosenbaum, Klopfer, & Perry, 2007). The combination of visual and haptic experience makes AR interesting for the development of psychomotor-cognitive skills (Feng, Duh, & Billinghurst, 2008). For example, in clinical medicine an AR system collected data about learners’ performance. Subsequently the system transformed the information’s to visual and immediate feedback to support learners’ psychomotoric skills (Kotranza, Lind, Pugh, & Lok, 2009). An AR game on science allows students to organize, search and evaluate data and educated their skills in navigating primary and secondary information’s (Klopfer, 2008). Mathews (2010) describes a learning environment that helps students to navigate and participate in the digital media landscape by means of an AR simulation. Stanton et al. (2003) reported about AR in museum education and summarized that AR can contribute to student’s understanding of history in an authentic way. Ferrer-Torregrosa et al. (2016) compared a video-supported learning scenario to an AR supported one in anatomy learning. The students
learned about the muscles of the foot with videos or 3D models. The analysis of the survey indicated a more effective learning with the 3D graphics within the AR setting. Santos et al. (2016) designed a situated vocabulary learning content with ARToolKit (Kato & Billinghurst, 1999). Compared to a non-AR learning content no differences were found in a temporary post-test. A delayed test about vocabulary retention offered a bigger difference in favor of the AR condition.

Additionally to the improvement of content knowledge learning with AR can support collaboration, physical task performance and language learning (Radu, 2014).

2.2 Impact on Motivation

Several studies observed the influence of AR learning environments on students’ motivation. Users showed a high enthusiasm while interacting with the AR experiences and reported a higher satisfaction compared to non-AR learning. Also the willing to repeat was higher within an AR setting even though it was more difficult than the offered non-AR environment (Radu, 2014). Santos et al. (2016) tested an AR model for vocabulary learning and found a positive impact on satisfaction and attention. Similar results have been detected by Freitas and Campos (2008), as they developed an AR learning system to teach the meanings of animal and wheeler words for 2nd grade students in Portugal. A visual art course about Italian Renaissance was realized with and without AR. The group learning with AR showed a moderately higher motivation compared to the non-AR learning group. Also an increased interest in and attention for the learning content has been found. Very important for the observed students was the control over the presented learning materials and the learner-centered tasks and activities, which made the whole experience more engaging for them (Di Serio, Ibáñez, & Kloos, 2013). An increase of interest has also been found by Sotiriou and Bogner (2008).

2.3 Limitations

If educators want to implement AR within their classrooms some issues have to be considered. From the technological perspective a device with camera and/or GPS is needed. Most of the applications are also addicted to Internet access. Also the instructional point of view must be considered and needs a change if AR is used in a learning process. A teacher-centered approach can hinder successful knowledge construction, thus a student-centered and explorative character of learning is necessary (Kerawalla, Luckin, Seljeflot, & Woolard, 2006; Wu, Wen-Yu Lee, Chang, & Liang, 2013). Important for teachers and lectures is the flexibility of the AR system. Many systems do not allow changes of the content therefore AR authoring tools are essential to regard the specific needs of the learners. Furthermore the use of AR can cause cognitive overload or the feeling of confusion because of the mixed perception of real and virtual environment (Wu et al., 2013). Attention tunneling, usability difficulties and learner differences are some other challenges to think about (Radu, 2014).

3. CASE STUDY AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Based on the findings of former research on learning with AR, this paper studies the impact of a mobile augmented reality learning environment on motivation, learning effects and cognitive load. Three research questions are posed:

First, the impact of the AR learning environment on the learners’ motivation is explored. According to self-determination theory (Ryan & Deci, 2000a; 2000b), autonomy, competence and relatedness are the basic needs of humans. If these three needs are satisfied, our motivation to act is more intrinsic than extrinsic. This also applies to learning. Educators can design learning environments that take these needs into account. Free choice opportunities and direct feedback are just two ways for lecturers to support the feeling of autonomy and competence. Other indicators of intrinsic motivation are interest and enjoyment. Beside self-directed learning options Dunleavy and Dede (2014) point out that social experiences are important when learning with AR. Self-determination theory calls this a “social experience relatedness” which can be realized in every classroom when students are allowed to work together in teams. To examine intrinsic motivation the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory was designed (Ryan, 1982; Ryan, Mims, & Koestner, 1983). In this questionnaire
participants report about interest/enjoyment, perceived competence, perceived choice and pressure/tension as indicators for intrinsic motivation. It is assumed, that the provided learning environment can promote intrinsic motivation by comparison with a more traditional classroom setting (e.g., teacher-centered teaching).

Second, to measure the learning success a pre-and post-test was generated. We assume that the AR learning environment combined with the offered tasks can support the facilitation of historical knowledge.

Third, there are also challenges and burdens when AR is used in classrooms. Dunleavy et al. (2009) covered that learning processes with AR can cause cognitive overload because of the complexity the technology and tasks bring along. According to the Cognitive Load Theory the design of the learning material has an impact on the extraneous cognitive load, which can hinder the learning process (Sweller, 2005). To evaluate the cognitive load within this AR environment an adapted version of the NASA Task Load Index (Hart & Staveland, 1988) is used. With a five-point rating scale the items task requirement, effort in understanding content, mental effort, effort in navigation and stress are self-reported. The students fill the questionnaire after interacting with the learning environment. It is expected that the learners did not experience a high level of cognitive load through the AR elements and the learning tasks.

4. METHOD

4.1 Design and Sample

For this research a two-hour history lesson for students of a secondary school in Vienna was designed as a mobile learning environment with augmented reality elements. Participants used their own smartphones and earphones to experience the contents. The topic of the lesson was “Witch tracing at the beginning of modern times”. The design of the study is one-factorial with an experimental and a control group. The control group experienced a traditional classroom setting. A total of 23 learners, eight male and 15 female, participated in the AR group. In the control group 36 students, 21 female and 15 male participated. The average age in the AR group was 12.2 years ($SD = 0.42$), in the control group 14.74 years ($SD = 2.01$).

4.2 Procedure

At the beginning of the study, students installed the application Aurasma on their smartphones and entered it with a provided username and password. In teams of two they received a list of AR elements they had to completely check. On classroom wall there were trigger images placed by the teacher, every picture contained an AR element. Before the learning phase started a pre was administered. Subsequently, the learners moved around in the classroom and used the smartphones to turn the static pictures into animated ones. The static pictures were taken from diverse websites and all were under a creative commons or public domain license (e.g., a clip art visualization of a witch or the cover of the malleus maleficarum). Every trigger image provided a self-made whiteboard video that fitted exactly to the trigger. When the pupils focused their smartphones with the application on it, the images turned into the video. Every AR element (here: video) informed about specific subjects according to the topic of witch hunt. Every video offered a task for the pupils. One task, for example, was to analyze a historical picture about a witch trial. Another task was a rather closed task implemented within the learning application, for example a drag and drop quiz. At the end of the lessons the knowledge post test, the intrinsic motivation questionnaire and the NASA-Task Load Index questionnaire were applied. The intrinsic motivation questionnaire is an adapted German version of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory. Wilde et al. (2009) found strong validity for the short scale of intrinsic motivation and recommended the scale for other learning scenarios. The questionnaire contains twelve items on five-point Likert-scales, three for every subscale (e.g., perceived choice).

The control group had a teacher-centered lesson. Here only the intrinsic motivation questionnaire was administered after the lesson to determine the motivational baseline.
5. RESULTS

The descriptive analysis of the short scale of intrinsic motivation and the NASA-Task Load Index were computed with SPSS Statistics 24. For the knowledge test every correct answer was rewarded with a point and an overall sum score was computed.

5.1 Motivation

Table 1 shows the descriptive results of the subscales assessing intrinsic motivation.

Table 1. Results of the Short Scale of Intrinsic Motivation – AR Group Compared to Control Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>AR Group</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest/Enjoyment</td>
<td>7.78 (1.86)</td>
<td>5.09 (3.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Competence</td>
<td>7.09 (1.16)</td>
<td>5.39 (2.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Choice</td>
<td>7.74 (1.57)</td>
<td>2.72 (2.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure/Tension</td>
<td>2.04 (1.43)</td>
<td>1.37 (1.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach’s Alpha</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach’s Alpha</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach’s Alpha</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach’s Alpha</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results in Table 1 show a high approval within the scales interest/enjoyment, perceived competence and perceived choice for the AR group, lower means for these scales have been found for the control group. These results tend to confirm the first research question. As a limitation the low value of Cronbach’s Alpha (0.52) for the scale perceived competence within the AR group has to be mentioned. Thus, this sub-scale will be excluded from further discussion.

5.2 Learning Effects

In the pre knowledge test, students achieved 57 points (out of 184), i.e., 31% of the possible points. The results of the post-test reveal a difference of 64 points compared to the pre test. Students achieved here an average of 121 points (= 66%). Additionally a paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare the historical knowledge before and after the AR experience. There was a significant difference between the pre test scores (M=2.48, SD=1.2) and the post test scores (M=5.26, SD=1.1); t(22)=-9.45, p = 0.000.

5.3 Cognitive Load

The evaluation of the NASA Task Load Index tends to contradict the findings of Dunleavy et al. (2009). Table 2 shows the means for each item, Cronbach’s Alpha for the whole questionnaire is 0.63. The answers ranged from 1 (= very) to 5 (= not at all).

Table 2. Results of the NASA Task Load Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mental effort</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task requirement</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort in understanding</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort in navigation</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The learners experienced approximately no stress or navigation problems within the mobile AR learning environment. Also the effort to understand the learning environment could be kept low. The offered tasks have been scored as mentally challenging, but as understandable and solvable.
6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

AR as an educational trend is still not very common within classrooms. The rapid development of mobile devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets) made it possible for teachers and lecturers to integrate this technology in their teaching methods. In this study, AR elements have been offered to a history class while moving around on their own, experiencing a mobile and autonomous learning environment. The learner-centered approach is important when using AR for learning (Dunleavy & Dede, 2014). Benefits are autonomous learning and the feeling of competence. According to self-determination theory these perceptions within a learning environment can promote intrinsic motivation, ascertainable through interest/enjoyment, perceived choice and perceived competence (Ryan & Deci, 2000a; 2000b). Unbeneficial teacher-centered approaches can, however, hinder the learning success (Kerawalla et al., 2006). The results here show that learners rated the learning process as interesting, self-directed and perceived the feeling of competence. Compared to a non-AR and teacher-centered control group, the agreement for these elements of the self-determination theory was higher within the AR group. Therefore it can be stated that the AR learning environment as provided here was able to promote intrinsic motivation.

The influence of the environment on learning effects has been evaluated with a pre and post knowledge test. The scores in the post-test were much better (from 31% to 66%) than in the pre-test. A possible cognitive overload because of the AR learning was not detected.

Limitations of the study are the small sample size and the low internal consistency for the sub-scale of "Perceived Competence" within the AR group and the sub-scale "Pressure/Tension" for both groups.

Future research should also compare the facilitation of skills and knowledge between learning with and without AR. To summarize these findings, we argue that mobile learning environments with AR have a huge potential to motivate learners and to integrate mobile devices as trigger for self-directed learning processes. The latter is important for future generations of learners, because the availability and the use of such offerings will increase. Educators can act as role models here and show that the devices can also be used as learning tools. The benefits of AR are in the area of motivational support, the visualization of complex processes, and can help to foster the pedagogical shift from teaching to learning.
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